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CRAFTING 
VALUE FOR 

FUTURE 
GENERATIONS

Cameleon consists of a South African natural stone quarry and a modern production site for natural stone. From this site, Cameleon distributes, blocks, 
slabs and tiles in natural stone and blended materials. Cameleon is the exclusive extractor and producer of the granite Nari Black. Next to that, it also 

produces and distributes blocks and slabs in natural stone from other African suppliers.

All our granites

About Cameleon
We are a South African manufacturer of 
building and monumental granite slabs 
with a range of products to suite every 
requirement. Our collection and products 
are more than just a choice as we combine 
technology, of which we have the best in 
the country, and expertise in every phase of 
the production process to give you the best 
possible product.  
Cameleon is a Brachot Family Member.

From quarry into stock
The stone blocks originate from our quarry 
in South Africa. We mine the highest-quality 
stones and transport them to our site. 
We process our blocks and cut slabs into 
various thickness and finishes, in house, using 
the latest technology machinery. We at 
Cameleon Granite carry a large inventory of 
slabs and blocks in stock at all times.

About Brachot
Brachot extracts, produces and distributes 
landscape and surface materials in natural 
stone and blended materials. Brachot has 
the entire distribution in its own hands 
with its 20 quarries, 7 production sites and 
14 distribution centers across Europe and 
Africa. This creates endless possibilities 
for the production of blocks, slabs, tiles 
and accessories for indoor and outdoor 
applications in natural stone and blended 
materials. 
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LEGENDARY  
FORCE OF 
NATURE

NARI BLACK
Named after the buffalo, Nari Black is a legendary 
force from the South African nature. It is a unique, 
weatherproof and robust granite with unlimited 
possibilities.

Frost Resistance
Stains, moisture or cold weather 
cannot damage Nari Black. The stone 
can cope with the most extreme 
conditions.

Low Porosity
Good pore structure. This makes the 
stone almost impermeable to water 
and pollutants.

High compressive strength
Nari Black is exceptionally hard 
and durable. It does not lose even a 
millemetre and it withstands heavy 
traffic.

Low wear coefficient
Nari Black enjoys a long life even in 
kitchens, hallways or outdoor.

granite
Nari Black

All our finishes

Polished
The surface has a high gloss, 
reflective finish. The colours 
and texture are enhanced.

Anzano
This semi-coarse finish is 
slightly coarser than a matt or 
polished finish, but still feels very 
satisfying and soft. The non-slip 
result still has a beautiful satin 
shine to it.

Honed
The surface is slightly light-
reflective, smooth, with a 
matt finish. No grooves will 
be visible.

Letano
The soft brushed finish 
accentuates the natural 
colour of the material. The 
sloped surface has a unique 
“leather touch“ feeling.

Flamed
A flame is directed at the slab 
and causes a thermal shock. The 
surface will have rough, more or 
less glittering grains of irregular 
shape. 

Sawn
Sawn is a rough surface done 
using a frame saw or a diamond 
wire. The surface will exhibit 
saw-cuts, small undulations,  
and lines.


